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CETERA CLIENT COLLABORATION™ | HOW WE WORK TOGETHER

Wealth Management

Securities and advisory services offered through Cetera Advisors LLC (doing insurance business in CA as CFGA Insur-
ance Agency), member FINRA/SIPC. Cetera is under separate ownership from any other named entity. Investments 
are: • Not FDIC/NCUSIF insured • May lose value • Not financial institution guaranteed • Not a deposit • Not insured 
by any federal government agency. Advisory services may only be offered by investment adviser representatives in 
conjunction with the firm advisory services agreement and disclosure brochure as provided.

Your financial advisor can deliver a truly holistic wealth 
management experience that encompasses all aspects of 
your financial life. It’s a partnership designed to give you an 
investment portfolio and plan customized to your unique 
situation; an ongoing collaboration that ensures your needs 
and interests come first. Most important, it’s a transparent 
process that helps you to validate investment decisions.

Of course, truly holistic wealth management draws on the 
insight of other experts, such as your legal or tax advisors. 
Backed by the strength of Cetera Advisors, your advisor can 
draw on their additional knowledge, technology, objective 
investment insight and research to augment the power of 

your team. As the image shows, your financial advisor serves 
as the central cog that interconnects each of these elements, 
but your financial plan is always driven by your goals. 

Your advisor will provide a periodic portfolio review that 
revisits your investment objectives and portfolio perfor-
mance, fine-tuning your approach on a regular basis to help 
ensure it tracks towards your original goals. With Cetera 
Client Collaboration, those goals become the driving force 
behind a winning team.

To learn more and find out how to put Cetera Client Collabo-
ration to work for you, talk with your advisor.
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